Memo Order No.24

TRANSMISSION CORPORATION OF TELANGANA LIMITED
VIDYUTSOU DHDA::HYDERABAD-82
Website:https://www.tstransco.in  CIN No: U40102TS2014SGC094248

Memo. No.J.S./DS(Per-II)/AS(IR&Reg)/PO(IR)/JPO(IR)/35/2017,dt.19.12.2019

Sub:- TSTRANSCO – IR – Engaging of Retired Employees on contract basis at EHT Substation in TSTRANSCO for a period of Six (6) months – Orders - Issued.

Ref:- 1. Memo. No.JS/DS(Per)/AS(Per-I)/PO(IR & reg.)/JPO/360/15,dt.03.03.17.  
2. Memo. No.JS/DS(Per)/AS(Per-I)/PO(IR & reg.)/JPO/360/15,dt.10.05.17.  
3. Memo. No.JS/DS(Per-II)/AS(Per-I)/PO(IR & Reg.)/JPO/360/15, dt.15.07.17.  
4. Memo. No. JS/DS(Per-II)/AS(Per-I)/PO(IR & Reg.)/JPO/35/15, dt.30.08.19  
5. Memo.No.JS/DS(Per-II)/AS(Per-I)/PO(IR & Reg.)/JPO/35/15, dt.15.10.19  
7. Lr.No.CE/MZ/Hyd/DE(T)/ADE(T)/AE-1/F. Manning/D.No.2480/19, dt.26.11.19

***

In the reference 1st cited, the CEs/Zones and CE/Transmission/TSTRANSCO were authorized to engage retired employees on a temporary measure directly on contract basis in the upcoming EHT Substations and also vacancies if any existing in the EHT substations on monthly consolidated remuneration for a period of one year.

2. In the reference 6th cited, the CE/Warangal Zone/Warangal has requested approval for continuation of retired personnel whose age limit exceeded 65 years and in the reference 7th cited, the CE/Metro Zone/Hyderabad requested for approval to continuation of retired employees working at 220 KV GIS Imliban, 132 KV GIS SS patigadda & 132KV GIS Narayanaguda for a further period of Six (6) months from Dec’2019.

3. After careful examination, all Chief Engineer/Zones and CE/Transmission are directed to continue the retired personnel in the EHT sub-stations working on temporary measures with existing monthly remuneration for further period of 6 months from Dec’2019 or until the recruitment of JLMs whichever is earlier. The upper age limit for engaging retired employees may taken as 67 years for interim arrangement only.

4. All other terms & conditions as communicated vide references cited remain unaltered.

D.PRABHAKAR RAO
CHAIRMAN & MANAGING DIRECTOR

To
The Chief Engineer/Warangal Zone/Warangal.
The Chief Engineer/Rural Zone /Hyderabad.
The Chief Engineer/Metro Zone/Hyderabad.
The Chief Engineer/Karimnagar Zone/Karimnagar.
The Chief Engineer /Transmission/V.S./Hyderabad.

Copy to
PS to the Chairman & Managing Director/TSTRANSCO/VS/Hyderabad
PS to the Chairman & Managing Director/TSNPDCL/Warangal.
PS to the Chairman & Managing Director/TSSPDCL/Hyderabad.
PS to the JMD(Fin., Comml., & HRD)/TSTRANSCO/VS/Hyderabad
PS to the Director (Project) /TSTRANSCO/VS/Hyderabad
PS to the Director (Transmission)/TSTRANSCO/VS/Hyderabad.
PS to the Director (Lift Irrigation Schemes)/TSTRANSCO/VS/Hyderabad.
PS to the Director (Grid Operation)/TSTRANSCO/VS/Hyderabad.

// FORWARDED BY ORDER //</br>

PERSONNEL OFFICER